Sibelius or Cubase Correspondence Lessons
Designed for especially busy students!

If you’re unable to commit to regular weekly lessons,
we are able to provide you with his expertise and

quality teaching by video, audio recordings and email!
Introduction
With fewer, but flexible contact teaching hours and time made up through tuition-by-email, you can learn at the
same pace as if you were taking regular weekly lessons.
Our regular batch of four lessons is made up of 4x 60 minute lessons (a total of 240 minutes).
Our Sibelius and Cubase Correspondence Lessons offer the same block of time that your teacher would spend
teaching you, but divided between contact lesson time and correspondence tuition.
Choose lesson times which suit you
You can arrange when you would like to schedule your contact lesson or lessons.
The Correspondence Lessons offer either one or two contact lessons, with the rest of the time made up through
correspondence tuition.
Correspondence tuition
You can send material such as videos, audio recordings, scores etc, for assessment, accompanied by typed notes and
questions, to your teacher.
When your teacher begins spending time on the emailed correspondence (reviewing it, researching material to be
sent back, responding, etc) he starts counting the time he takes.
With the correspondence tuition material that your teacher returns to you, they will also notify you of what time is
left in your block of time. You will then know exactly how much correspondence tuition time remains in the block.
For speed of production, your correspondence tuition from your teacher will take the form of videos and audio
recordings. This media may make it faster for your teacher to record your tuition material, thus you will receive
more tuition for your time. Scans, screen grabs, typed notes etc, may also be included.
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Sibelius or Cubase Correspondence Lessons prices
Prices are the same as for the time you would receive for regular batches of four lessons:
60 Minute Correspondence Lesson - £160:
1x 60 minute contact lesson + 180 minutes tuition-by-email
or
2 x 60 minute contact lessons + 120 minutes tuition-by-email
Terms
Each Correspondence Lessons package runs for one calendar month and is valid for one month only.
The month begins from the date that payment is made (eg. if you pay on 3rd October, the Lesson time allowance is
valid until 3rd November).
The Correspondence Lessons run from month to month but a month’s break occasionally, for holidays, other
commitments etc, is acceptable.
No credit for time from one month may be carried over to the next month.
Contact lessons can be pre-booked any time after payment is made, with arrangements made between your teacher
and yourself. Contact lesson days and times are dependent on your teacher’s availability.
You will receive lesson notes after a contact lesson, as usually supplied with regular lessons (within 24 hours of the
contact lesson).
Tuition time by email is flexible and need not be pre-booked.
Once the lesson day/s/time/s are confirmed they are fixed and inflexible.
However, inflexibility of pre-booked lessons is up to your teacher’s discretion.
Your teacher might be able to reschedule a pre-booked lesson, if you are unable to attend, providing you give more
than 24 hours’ notice. But your teacher is not obliged to reschedule any pre-booked lessons.
A record of time for tuition-by-email, for each student, is kept by your teacher. Although you will be informed of
how much time you have remaining, you may ask to view this at any time.
When your teacher begins spending time on the emailed correspondence (reviewing it, responding, researching
material to be sent back etc) they begin to record that time they spend working.
Your teacher will return your correspondence tuition by email within 3 days of your sending material to them. You
may contact your teacher and Tracy if your correspondence tuition is late for any reason.

Have fun learning with us and if you have any questions, please just ask!
https://MusicLessonsAnywhere.net
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